[Effects of temporal frequency on the sweep pattern visual evoked response acuity].
To investigate the changes of sweep pattern visual evoked response (SPVER) acuity in different temporal frequency. The persons were collected and divided into the low visual acuity group (71 eyes) and the high visual acuity group (92 eyes). The eyes were stimulated with different temporal frequency (8.5 Hz, 10 Hz, 15 Hz and 20 Hz, respectively) and the same series of spatial frequency. The accuracy of SPVER acuity in different temporal frequency was evaluated by compare the SPVER acuity with the subjective vision. In the low visual acuity group, there was a good correlation between the SPVER acuity and the subjective vision applying the spatial frequency of the group. In the high visual acuity group, the SPVER acuity was lower than the subjective vision. SPVER acuity showed a good correlation with the subjective vision at the temporal frequency of 10 Hz in two groups. The temporal frequency can influence SPVER accuracy, so it is necessary to select the suitable stimulation condition in forensic practice.